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"Bang!" "Bang!" "Bang!"

All of a sudden, the sound of a huge crash came into the living room, and Bai nianxi
was also shocked.

Kangmo north cold face, head, another team of five has already with the aid of rope
climbed to the second floor of Liang Chengren's home.

"Hua La" after the sound of broken glass, dense footsteps, from the second floor
rushed to the first floor.

Liang Chengren was holding a knife in his hand. His kung fu was less than three
seconds. He felt a stiff pain in his hand, and the knife fell to the ground.

A five person team rushes into the living room, and the four quickly fight with Shen
Shimo and his party with few enemies. One of them rushes to the door and opens the
door of Liang Chengren's house from the inside, and all of them enter in an instant.

Shen Shimo screamed No, and rushed to the second floor while his men were
struggling.

When Kang Mobei saw this, he quickly rushed to the past. Only the next second, he
saw Bai nianxi paralyzed on the ground and delirious. When he made a choice, he
sighed heavily. Then he picked up Bai nianxi and rushed away from Liang Chengren's
house in a hurry.

A farce, fast coming and fast ending.

Bai nianxi felt the bumps of being held in his arms and the inertia of the car's galloping,
until he was placed flat in a certain place. There was a slight stabbing pain in his arm.

It doesn't matter, she knows. It's conmber.
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Miraculously, it appeared beside her.

"Excessive muscle relaxants lead to the inability to control the body. It is estimated
that she is conscious now, and can only wait for the efficacy to pass. You should
accompany her well." The doctor's voice also clearly came into Bai nianxi's ear.

"Mo Bei, you just woke up, please don't guard me..." Bai nianxi tried to shout, but his
voice still couldn't be sent out.

Conmber held her hand tightly for a long time and never let it go.

Moussili stood aside in silence as if he had done something wrong.

If it wasn't for his late delivery of lunch, Bai nianxi would not have gone out That is

Fortunately, conmobei woke up. He was even more awake than ever before. Even all
the sequelae predicted by the doctor and Qi Tiancai did not happen. Musi Li even
suspected that his current high excitement and mental state were completely opposite
to the predicted sequelae?

Nine months later, a sunny winter, as if waiting for some good news.

"Nianxi! Hurry up, Sili's baby is born

From the living room of Kang's family, the voice of Kang Mobei's urging spread to the
second floor.

"It's coming, it's coming!" Bai nianxi responds in a hurry and walks down the stairs
with his bag.

They got into the car excitedly and drove to the hospital as fast as possible.

Qin ruoqing is lying on the bed weakly, looking at Mu Sili with a face of excitement
and moving holding her newborn child, she also smiles weakly.

"Sili! Is the child a boy or a girl Kangmo North excited rushed into the delivery room,
the first time asked.

Seeing his good friend coming, Musi Li's inner joy and emotion evolved into a warm
current and bitterness, pouring into his throat: "it's a girl, I have a daughter."

"Wow, that's great! Wow, how lovely Bai nianxi couldn't help admiring and raising his
hand. He trembled and touched the face of the tender lotus like child.



"By the way, have you got a name?" Conmber looked at the baby as if he saw a little
angel. His heart was very soft.

Mu Sili looked at Qin ruoqing with a shy smile: "didn't you say you had a good name
long ago? Even if I don't tell you, can I say it now? "

Qin ruoqing's weak happiness smiles: "Mu Chen, haha, his nickname is Chen Chen."

"Wow, that's nice!" Bai nianxi danced happily.

A city, as if all the dust has settled, or maybe it is because of staying out of the
business, no longer care about the noisy battlefield, so life has calmed down.

That day, after waking up miraculously, kangmobei miraculously appeared next to Bai
nianxi. Shen Shimo thought that his life was not over, so he fled to the second floor in
a hurry, ready to jump from the rear.

Standing on the second floor, he suddenly saw that the whole villa was already
surrounded by the police who wanted to arrest him. Even if he put on his wings, there
was no possibility of escape.

After being arrested on the spot in the form of current crime on a number of charges
such as intentional homicide, Shen Shimo realized for a long time that he had lost and
lost all.

That's the most fortunate thing for kangmobei. Fortunately, when she was in danger,
their souls could communicate with each other. At the critical moment, he came
forward. Otherwise, the ending would not be so satisfactory.

At that time, after Yao Mei accidentally killed her employer in Germany, when she
was ready to take the opportunity to escape from Germany, because musili provided
important clues to Yao Mei's connection with the murder, she was arrested on the spot
when she was ready to escape with her personal ID.

"Director, after making this movie, I want to be your assistant director and learn to be
a director. Is that ok?" Lin Ze is active in front of the screen and has recovered his
most brilliant moment with many excellent works.

During the painful days of hospitalization and rehabilitation, he learned to settle down
physically and mentally, and also felt the charm of the work itself. Compared with
being active in front of the screen and developing his career as an artist, Lin Ze more
and more wanted to become a behind the scenes worker and put his heart story into
words."Of course." Ji Zhiye appreciates the aspiring young people very much. The



busy shooting work continues.

"Ji Dao! Mr. Bai is here! "

In the distance, there was a cry from the assistant. Looking up, Bai nianxi came with a
bright smile, carrying Kang Mobei and two children.

"Daddy promised to bring you to play, but he didn't forget it." Conmobei smiles and
"asks for credit" to Lolo.

"Hum, haw," said Lolo in a childish voice.

Bai nianxi holds the hand of kangmobei, grateful for touching every moment of
kangmobei: "we are not here to supervise, we are here to travel."

"Ha ha ha."

(end of full text)
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